SUMMER GIFT GUIDE
Super-safe headphones

Smart Rabbit ‘Karotz’
disappoints

Karotz, a cute rabbit-shaped device,
does everything from Twitter and Facebook status updates and telling the
weather to tai chi.
But the gadget requires an extensive
learning period to learn how to use all
the different features. The normally
overlooked instruction manual is required to figure out this complicated
device.
The best feature is the rabbit’s “tail” – a USB that plugs into
Karotz in order to play music. It is a fun way to listen to your
favorite songs while the rabbit flashes its lights to the beat.

See more cool summer gifts
@TeenlinkSouthFlorida.com

Spikeletz Bracelets - fad or fail?

“Ohiya,” New Friends!

Spikeletz claim to be the next jewelry fad after Silly Bandz, but I’m just not seeing it.
The bracelets are multicolored and decorated with cartoon-like spikes. There are 36 designs
Spikeletz designs available, but except for the color variations, every one looks about the
same.
Silly Bandz could be created in any shape imaginable, from dollar signs to unicorns, which
kept them interesting. A Spikeletz bracelet, on the other hand, is shaped just like a regular
bracelet. They have funky designs and unique patterns, so I would definitely wear a Spikeletz
as a fashion statement. But to trade, compare or give as a gift? I’ll stick with the Silly Bandz.
$5, www.optari.com –Olivia Valdes, North Broward Prep

Although not everyone has the personality to pull off shirts that
read “I have a black belt in awesome,” those who do will love the
cutesy one-liners and bold cartoon characters of the new Ohiya
brand. Some of the items, like gnome pins that say “What up, gnomie?” have universal appeal, while others are a little dorkier.
I don’t know if I’d make any instant friends when wearing an
Ohiya shirt, especially the one depicting a unicorn farting a rainbow.
But it would start some interesting conversations, and from there,
who knows what could happen? www.ohiyafriends.com.
–Olivia Valdes, North Broward Prep
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The type of headphones you use when listening to music is a vital
choice – they have to fit your ear perfectly and must have the right
sound quality.
The new “Crayola My Phones” headphones have their ups and
downs. They’re guaranteed safer listening, with 85 decibels of
limited sound. The “safer listening”
aspect really works, quieting the louder
sounds amid the
regular noise,
keeping it all at a
tolerable level.
They are also
cute, with their
crayon theme. But for a
teenager in high school,
they simply aren’t loud enough to
block out the world. $14.99, Target.
– Arriane Mathers, Hallandale High
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